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Abstract Eight H-bonded complexes between serotonin
(5-hydroxy-tryptamine) and water/hydrogen peroxide
were studied at the B3LYP and HF levels of theory,
using the 6-31+G(d) basis set. A thermodynamic anal-
ysis was performed in order to find the most stable
complex. The calculated bonding parameters showed
that the most stable H-bonded complex is formed be-
tween serotonin and hydrogen peroxide by means of the
intermolecular H-bond –H2N...H–OOH.
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Introduction

5-Hydroxy-tryptamine, usually known as serotonin, is a
monoamine neurotransmitter, which is synthesized in
serotonergic neurons in the central nervous system and
enterochromaffin cells in the gastrointestinal tract [1].
Serotonin plays an important role in the biochemistry of
depression, anxiety, bipolar disorder, and sexuality. It is
also involved in controlling appetite, behavior, emo-
tions, mood, sleep, and body temperature [2]. Serotonin
is synthesized in the human body from tryptophan by
various enzymes and released from the terminal boutons
of serotonergic neurons into the neuronal synapse.
There it is free to diffuse into the active serotonin
receptors located on the dendrites of adjacent neurons.

The biologically active conformation of serotonin in
living organisms is determined by intermolecular inter-

actions as well as interactions with its environment
(water). However, the question of the most stable con-
formation of serotonin is still unsolved. For example, it
has been found that protonated serotonin molecules
prefer a strongly inclined orientation of the side chain
with respect to the indole ring [3]. Isolated serotonin
molecules have a completely different configuration [2].
The interest in conformational studies is fueled to some
degree by the growing accuracy of quantum-chemical
calculations on large molecules with more than one
moving part of the molecule. A great number of theo-
retical papers treating the conformational landscapes of
serotonin and tryptamine have been published [2, 4–8].
However, there is no information on the most appro-
priate conformation of the side chain for H-bonding
with water and other small protic molecules. It has been
shown (by B3LYP/6-31+G(d) calculations) that the anti
orientation of the OH group (with respect to the indole
NH group) is more realistic than the syn [2]. For the
purposes of our study, we chose the conformer that has
the maximum number of proton donating and accepting
sites for H-bonding with water (and hydrogen peroxide).
Although hydrogen peroxide is normally a very strong
reagent, and should be far too reactive to participate in
H-bonding, it was chosen here as a small protic molecule
to compare with water.

The purpose of the current study is to explain the
forces supporting the H-bonded complexes formed be-
tween serotonin and water/hydrogen peroxide in order
to explain the ability of serotonin to form heavily hy-
drated clusters with water in living organisms.

The calculations were performed at the B3LYP [9, 10]
and HF levels of theory. The 6-31+G(d) [11] basis set
was used in locating the low-lying minima of the H-
bonded systems. It has been reported that the combi-
nation B3LYP/6-31+G(d) yields fair agreement with
experimental parameters of flexible molecules [6, 7, 12–
15]. Furthermore, the B3LYP optimized geometries and
energies of such flexible (adrenaline and noradrenaline)
molecules are very similar to those found with the more
expensive MP2 method [2]. It has been established [16]
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that higher order electron correlation corrections for H-
bonding energies are usually small. There is no guar-
antee that the higher order terms are negligible, but there
is a substantial degree of compensation of errors for H-
bonding [17]. Therefore, we chose to carry out this
investigation with the B3LYP functional which gives
reasonable accuracy for the structural parameters.

Sponer and Hobza [18] have shown that diffuse
polarization functions do not provide a significant
improvement for H-bonding. However, these functions
are essential for studying the stacking in aggregate
structures like dimers, etc. This has been deduced from a
theoretical study of several DNA base pairs. The au-
thors report that the larger 6-311G(2d,p) basis set has no
influence on the stabilization energies of the base pairs.
There is an indication that diffuse functions contribute
to the dispersion energy in the case of H-bonded systems
[18]. A detailed description of the basis sets and the
correlation energy is also given in the work of Handy
and Cohen [19].

Materials and methods

Becke’s hybrid three-parameter functional [11] and re-
stricted Hartree–Fock method (HF) implemented in the
Gaussian 98 program package [20] were used for
studying all monomers and dimers (complexes). Both
methods in combination with 6-31+G(d) basis func-
tions were used for geometry optimizations of the
molecular systems examined. Further, frequency calcu-
lations were carried out to prove that the resulting sta-
tionary points are real minima and to check the
intermolecular vibrations in the H-bonded complexes.
The bonding energy DEb for each supersystem (complex)
was estimated according to the equation [21, 22]:

DEb ¼ ESS � ðE0S þ E0W/HPÞ;

where ESS is the energy of the supersystem; ES
¢ and

EW/HP
¢ are the energies of the monomers (serotonin

and water/hydrogen peroxide) calculated with ‘‘ghost’’
orbitals of the other monomer involved in the super-
system. The BSSE was evaluated using the counter-
poise method [21, 23–26]:

D(BSSE) ¼
Xn

i

ðEmi � E0mi
Þ;

where Emi are the energies of the individual monomers
frozen in their aggregate geometries (single-point) [27].
The serotonin–water/hydrogen peroxide interaction en-
ergy (DEint,) was calculated as the difference between the
energies of the complex and isolated serotonin and wa-
ter/hydrogen peroxide molecules. The difference be-
tween the energies of the complex and the deformed
configurations of serotonin and water/hydrogen perox-
ide in the complex (DE) was found by single-point cal-
culations of the monomers in their configurations, as in
the corresponding supersystem.

Results and discussions

The theoretical study of the serotonin conformational
landscape discussed in Ref. [2] did reveal the full picture
on the rotation of the serotonin OH group. In the cur-
rent paper, scan calculations were performed at the
B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level to visualize the profile of the
rotational energy curve, shown in Fig. 1.

The energy curve is symmetric with two in average
deep minima (for the stable anti orientation of the OH
group) and one shallow minimum corresponding to the
syn orientation of the OH group. The rotation occurs
with comparatively low-energy barrier of about 14.8 kJ
mol�1, as the energy difference of the two minima is
about 7.6 kJ mol�1 .

Eight possible H-bonded systems of serotonin with
water/hydrogen peroxide were fully optimized at both
theoretical levels (B3LYP and HF). The B3LYP con-
formations are shown in Fig. 2.

The intermolecular H-bonding between the water
oxygen atom and the H atom of the serotonin OH group
leads to the formation of the SER-W1 supersystem. This
intermolecular H-bond is determined as ‘‘medium’’ [28].
Like the length, the energy of the H-bond also depends
on the angle O...H–O, which is predicted to be 172.3� by
both methods. It should be mentioned that this kind of
H-bonding does not change the dihedral angle
\Hð11ÞOð10ÞCð1ÞCð2Þ drastically, since this change is
only 0.3� compared to the serotonin monomer.

The formation of the supersystem SER-HP1 causes an
increase in the dihedral angle \Hð25ÞOð24ÞOð22ÞHð23Þ
by 1.3� according to the B3LYP calculations. The two
monomers are bound by a weak (Y...H>1.9 Å [28])
H-bond, which is 0.081 Å longer than in the SER-W1
supersystem.

The SER-W2 and SER-HP2 supersystems exhibit a
hydrogen bond between OH oxygen atom from seroto-
nin and one of the hydrogens from water or hydrogen
peroxide. Here, a longer intermolecular H-bond is
formed between water and serotonin: 0.075 (B3LYP)
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Fig. 1 Energy curve of the OH-rotation in the serotonin molecule
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and 0.088 Å (HF). Obviously, the complexation with the
OH group of serotonin is strongest for the supersystem
SER-HP2, which should be the most stable of the

complexes examined so far. The dihedral angle in
hydrogen peroxide deviates by 8.3� (B3LYP) from its
equilibrium value. In other words, the formation of H-

Fig. 2 Optimized structures
[B3LYP/6-31+G(d)] of the H-
bonded supersystems
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bonds between the hydrogen atom of hydrogen peroxide
and the oxygen atom of the serotonin OH group causes
partial cis-isomerization of the hydrogen peroxide mol-
ecule.

The monomers in the supersystems SER-W3 and
SER-HP3 are held together by weak hydrogen bonds
(longer than 1.9 Å). A shorter, stronger intramolecular
H-bond is found in the SER-W3 supersystem than in the
SER-HP3 one. However, the dihedral angle
\Hð25ÞOð24ÞOð22ÞHð23Þ is 1.5� smaller than in the
equilibrium structure of hydrogen peroxide.

Both methods showed that the shortest intermolecu-
lar H-bonds are found in the supersystems SER-W4 and
SER-HP4, and thus these complexes should be the most
stable. Moreover, the dihedral angle
\Hð25ÞOð24ÞOð22ÞHð23Þ in the SER-HP4 supersystem
is closest to the equilibrium dihedral angle in the free
hydrogen peroxide monomer (118.1� B3LYP and 115.3�
HF), with differences of only 0.7� (B3LYP) and 0.9�
(HF). It was found (B3LYP) that the HOH bond angle
of the water monomer in the SER-W2 supersystem is
closest to its equilibrium value (in the free water
monomer).

Several important structural parameters of the su-
persystems, obtained at the two theoretical levels, are
listed in Table 1.

The data show that none of the parameters is very
sensitive with respect to H-bonding, which leads to the
conclusion that complex formation is not connected
with drastic steric changes in the nonbonded monomers.

Thermodynamic parameters of complex formation

The energies, ZP-corrected energies of the supersystems
and several thermodynamic parameters of complex
formation are shown in Table 2.

Comparing the energies, both methods predicted that
the supersystems SER-W4 and SER-HP4 are the most
stable aggregates. High-energy supersystems are formed
between the water hydrogen and the serotonin oxygen
atom, and between the hydrogen peroxide oxygen and
the serotonin hydrogen atom bound to the N atom of
the pyrrol residue.

The B3LYP thermodynamic data (Table 2) show that
all the formation of all the complexes entails a positive
change of the standard Gibbs free energy. One exception
is the formation of the SER-HP4 supersystem, which is
thermodynamically favorable (B3LYP). The remaining
complexations have a positive change of the Gibbs free
energy, which means that these processes are disfavored
as long as DHj j\ T DSj j; in other words they are favored
by increasing temperature. The not very large positive
values of DG298

o indicate low-equilibrium constants
(smaller than 1), showing equilibra is the gas phase
shifted toward the free monomers. Only for the forma-
tion of the supersystem SER-HP4 is the equilibrium
shifted toward the aggregate structure (the supersystem).
The low-absolute values of DG298

o for dimers indicate that
aggregation occurs, although it is entropically disfavored.

All complexations are favored enthalpically. These
findings are in agreement with reported thermodynamic

Table 1 Selected structural parameters of the supersystems

SER-W1 SER-W2 SER-W3 SER-W4

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

H...O 1.879 1.980 1.944 2.063 1.970 2.072 1.904 2.067
O(10)C(1) 1.373 1.355 1.389 1.368 1.382 1.363 1.380 1.361
H(11)O(10) 0.979 0.952 0.970 0.947 0.969 0.947 0.969 0.947
N(9)H(12) 1.008 0.993 1.008 0.993 1.016 0.997 1.009 0.993
C(14)N(15) 1.471 1.457 1.469 1.456 1.470 1.457 1.479 1.464
HOHwater 105.7 106.6 105.3 106.1 106.0 106.7 106.0 106.7
N(15)H(20)H(21) 106.8 107.0 106.9 107.1 106.8 107.1 106.5 106.6
H(11)O(10)C(1)C(2) 179.3 179.1 174.9 173.3 179.5 179.4 179.3 179.1
H(12)N(9)C(4)C(5) 177.9 177.8 178.1 179.3 179.3 178.8 178.8 178.6
N(15)C(14)C(13)C(7) 179.6 179.0 �178.7 179.9 �179.3 179.6 �179.8 �179.3

SER-HP1 SER-HP2 SER-HP3 SER-HP4

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

H...O 1.960 2.070 1.869 1.975 2.058 2.180 1.807 1.971
O(10)C(1) 1.392 1.357 1.392 1.371 1.382 1.362 1.379 1.360
H(11)O(10) 0.976 0.950 0.970 0.947 0.969 0.947 0.970 0.947
N(9)H(12) 1.008 0.993 1.009 0.993 1.014 0.995 1.009 0.993
C(14)N(15) 1.471 1.457 1.469 1.456 1.470 1.457 1.478 1.463
N(15)H(20)H(21) 106.8 107.0 106.9 107.1 106.8 107.1 106.6 106.6
HOOHhydrogen peroxide 119.4 114.1 112.0 109.8 116.6 113.9 118.8 114.4
H(11)O(10)C(1)C(2) �179.1 �179.6 �178.8 179.0 179.6 179.5 179.4 179.3
H(12)N(9)C(4)C(5) 177.8 177.3 178.9 178.7 178.0 178.1 178.8 178.7
N(15)C(14)C(13)C(7) �179.6 178.3 �178.8 179.9 �179.2 179.6 �172.2 �174.6

1 B3LYP/6-31+G(d), 2 HF/6-31+G(d)
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data on similar H-bonded supersystems composed of
guanine and water/methanol [29, 30]. Complexation
leading to the formation of supersystem SER-HP4 has
the largest negative entropy change. The reason may be
the larger number of steric effects accompanying this
complexation.

This thermodynamic analysis showed that the most
stable supersystem should be SER-HP4, not only be-
cause it contains the shortest intermolecular H-bond.
Similarly, the complex SER-W4 is the most stable
among all water–serotonin supersystems. In general, the
water supersystems are more stable than the hydrogen
peroxide containing ones. The high stability of the su-
persystems SER-W4 and SER-HP4 is not found in the
other conformers of serotonin [2]. The reason is the large
steric effects and the hindrance between H-bonded
molecule, amino group, and the indole ring. Further-
more, in this serotonin conformer the electron pairs of
the N atom from the amino group are exposed to H-
bonding to a greater extent.

Hydrogen-bonding energies and energy properties
of the supersystems

All bonding parameters together with the relative SP
energies of the monomers, frozen in their aggregate
geometry from the relevant supersystem are listed in
Table 3.

The results in Table 3 show that the absolute value of
the bonding energy (DEb) is the largest for the super-
system SER-HP4. Therefore, this supersystem is the
most stable. This confirms the negative DG298

o value and

relates with the shortest intermolecular H-bonds in this
aggregate. The SER-W4 supersystem exhibits the same
features. The bonding and interaction energies (sum-
marized in Table 3) are large enough to make it possible
for each complex formation to reach the syn orientation
of the serotonin OH group. According to the bonding-
energy values (B3LYP) the following stability pattern is
established for the complexes of serotonin with water
and hydrogen peroxide:

SER - HP4 > SER - W4 > SER - W1 � SER - HP2
� SER - W3 > SER - HP1 � SER - W2
> SER - HP3

The small difference between DEint and DE shows
that complexation is accompanied by insignificant
changes in the monomer geometries during the forma-
tion of supersystems (especially for SER-W4 and SER-
HP4).

The changes of BSSEs are comparatively low as
compared to the bonding and interaction energies. For
example, they are 16–26% of bonding energies, and 13–
19% of interaction energies (B3LYP).

The SP calculations of the serotonin monomer (fro-
zen in its geometry in the supersystem) revealed that the
serotonin monomer in SER-HP4 is much less favorable
than in the supersystem SER-HP3 (taken as a base for
comparison). In other words, the high stability of the
supersystems SER-HP4 and SER-W4 is not a conse-
quence of the high stability of the serotonin ‘‘single-
point’’ geometry in the supersystems.

Single-point calculations with the B3LYP optimized
structures of the monomers and dimers were carried out

Table 2 Energies (E) and zero-point energies (E0) of the supersystems, and thermodynamic parameters of the complex formations, all in
kJ mol�1 (K in Pa�1)

E E0

1 2 1 2

SER-W1 �649.463851 �645.456855 �649.232052 �645.208168
SER-W2 �649.460544 �645.453996 �649.229372 �645.205626
SER-W3 �649.462084 �645.455440 �649.231174 �645.207521
SER-W4 �649.466071 �645.457318 �649.233883 �645.208216
SER-HP1 �724.586255 �720.208098 �724.586255 �719.953994
SER-HP2 �724.588055 �720.209386 �724.352123 �719.955123
SER-HP3 �724.584883 �720.207005 �724.349424 �719.953355
SER-HP4 �724.593826 �720.212401 �724.357197 �719.957547

DG298
o DH298

o TDS298
o K

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

SER-W1 7.4 9.3 �24.9 �21.5 �32.3 �30.8 0.0504 0.0234
SER-W2 9.7 13.7 �17.2 �14.6 �26.9 �28.3 0.0199 0.0040
SER-W3 6.6 8.2 �21.3 �18.7 �27.9 �26.9 0.0697 0.0365
SER-W4 2.7 8.8 �30.7 �22.3 �33.4 �31.1 0.3363 0.0287
SER-HP1 15.4 14.8 �18.4 �16.6 �33.8 �31.4 0.0020 0.0025
SER-HP2 10.2 13.1 �23.4 �19.9 �33.6 �33.0 0.0163 0.0051
SER-HP3 13.6 13.1 �15.7 �14.4 �29.3 �27.5 0.0041 0.0051
SER-HP4 �3.4 6.0 �37.9 �27.0 �34.5 �43.0 3.9445 0.0888

1 B3LYP/6-31+G(d), 2 HF/6-31+G(d)
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at the MP2 level of theory and the same basis set. The
calculated bonding parameters and BSSEs are given in
Table 4.

The data show that the second-order Møller–Plesset
perturbation theory method give the same stability
pattern (according to bonding parameters) despite the
higher values of DEb, DEint, DE, and D(BSSE) versus
those predicted at the HF and B3LYP levels. Obviously

the B3LYP and MP2 methods give the same stability
order for the supersystems.

Vibrational frequencies

The experimental spectrum of serotonin in the gas
phase is not known and a direct comparison between

Table 3 Serotonin–water/hydrogen peroxide interaction energies and their components (kJ mol�1)

Emi � 102 E¢·102

SER W/HP SER W/HP

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

SER-W1 28 11 0c 0e 120 56 0i 0k

SER-W2 19 17 8 3 162 129 209 94
SER-W3 11 9 1 0e 172 116 63 58
SER-W4 15 21 93 25 1 31 309 157
SER-HP1 12 5 2 2 80 32 51 105
SER-HP2 29 20 34 17 121 91 0j 0l

SER-HP3 0a 0b 0d 0f 156 102 109 118
SER-HP4 71 59 165 44 0g 0h 202 45

DEb DEint DE D(BSSE)

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

SER-W1 �24.55 �21.55 �32.69 �29.16 �30.74 �26.42 6.19 4.87
SER-W2 �18.38 �15.72 �24.01 �21.66 �22.05 �19.01 3.68 3.30
SER-W3 �21.06 �19.01 �28.05 �25.45 �25.94 �22.68 4.88 3.67
SER-W4 �32.27 �24.09 �38.52 �30.38 �37.37 �27.98 5.10 3.89
SER-HP1 �18.63 �16.75 �25.52 �23.54 �23.44 �20.78 4.81 4.02
SER-HP2 �23.25 19.68 �30.25 �26.92 �28.66 �24.46 5.41 4.79
SER-HP3 �16.36 �14.71 �21.92 �20.67 �19.70 �17.84 3.34 3.13
SER-HP4 �39.21 �27.13 �45.40 �34.83 �45.53 �33.05 6.31 5.92

1 B3LYP/6-31+G(d), 2 HF/6-31+G(d) The absolute energy:
a �573.029678
b �569.429093
c �76.422569
d �151.547700
e �76.017739
f �150.771114

g �573.030557
h �569.429737
i �76.424400
j �151.549102
k �76.019121
l �150.772500 a.u.
was taken as conventional zero

Table 4 Serotonin–water/hydrogen peroxide interaction energies and their components (kJ mol�1) found at the MP2/6-31+G(d) level

Emi � 102 E¢·102 DEb DEint DE D(BSSE)

SER W/HP SER W/HP

SER-W1 39 0b 377 0e �25.38 �43.09 �37.85 12.47
SER-W2 24 6 416 328 �18.89 �32.93 �27.60 8.71
SER-W3 6 2 413 100 �23.32 �39.68 �34.13 10.81
SER-W4 33 80 99 438 �30.52 �46.62 �42.13 11.61
SER-HP1 30 5 271 30 �21.89 �38.63 �33.97 12.08
SER-HP2 31 11 270 0f �24.97 �42.02 �37.44 12.46
SER-HP3 0a 0c 367 133 �20.14 �34.88 �29.88 9.74
SER-HP4 100 108 0d 179 �37.31 �55.27 �52.35 15.03

The absolute energy:
a �571.233422
b �76.209773c �151.145108
d �571.235907

e �76.213330
f �151.148238 a.u.
was taken as conventional zero
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experimental and theoretical harmonic frequencies
is possible only if the experimental spectrum of
tryptamine [6] is used as a pattern. The only difference
between tryptamine and serotonin is the OH-group
attached to the indole ring in the latter. A detailed

study of the vibration spectra of the serotonin con-
formers has been made in Refs. [2, 6], at the B3LYP/
6-31+G(d) level.

The calculated vibrational spectra (B3LYP/6-
31+G(d)) of all supersystems are given in Fig. 3.

Table 5 Vibrational frequencies (cm�1) of the H-bonded complexes and their IR intensities (km mol�1)

SER-W1 SER-W2 SER-W3 SER-W4 Exp.a Assignment

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

3852/84 4177/116 3827/159 4171/207 3860/84 4183/119 3812/62 4152/131 – masOHWat

3735/15 4065/15 3672/326 4048/198 3742/15 4069/41 3403/760 3929/419 – msOHWat

3672/61 3926/99 3670/87 3923/104 3558/34 3862/451 3670/70 3924/89 3524 mNH
3593/594 4029/460 3764/49 4115/81 3758/579 4119/66 3758/37 4118/69 – mOH
3559/0 3811/1 3563/0 3814/1 3560/2 3811/1 3552/2 3801/3 3405 masNH2

3472/1 3728/0 3475/1 3730/0 3472/1 3728/0 3468/2 3721/1 3337 msNH2

3255/2 3425/4 3259/1 3429/3 3254/3 3424/5 3261/0 3430/2 – mC8H
3211/12 3387/15 3215/2 3391/5 3212/11 3388/14 3216/8 3391/11 – mC2/3H
3185/6 3361/8 3167/19 3343/20 3161/25 3337/25 3162/26 3339/24 – mC6H
3181/20 3356/18 3190/11 3363/10 3187/13 3362/10 3186/12 3361/11 – mC2/3H
3084/43 3253/58 3086/37 3255/52 3083/40 3252/55 3099/21 3267/36 – mCH2

3068/21 3233/24 3071/21 3237/24 3067/22 3234/26 3084/9 3250/14 – mCH2

3006/37 3179/30 3008/35 3179/32 3003/41 3174/33 3007/26 3182/45 – mCH2

2981/64 3167/74 2971/72 3159/79 2973/70 3161/80 3005/73 3173/61 – mCH2

1695/40 1839/47 1697/40 1839/47 1695/40 1839/47 1684/39 1829/39 – dNH2

1677/96 1806/136 1689/75 1828/21 1674/86 1802/127 1713/57 1843/101 – dHOH/OWat

1674/60 1824/63 1678/39 1826/145 1677/50 1826/54 1676/40 1826/54 – mCCph

1639/29 1789/33 1636/37 1785/40 1635/33 1785/40 1637/35 1787/38 – mCCph.py

1597/5 1735/9 1596/4 1735/9 1592/4 1730/13 1595/4 1734/9 – mCCpy

1536/4 1662/3 1535/3 1662/2 1535/6 1662/3 1537/3 1663/2 – dCH2

1531/96 1653/130 1533/85 1654/124 1536/61 1660/85 1529/83 1652/123 – mCCph

1509/57 1628/8 1508/10 1628/10 1510/68 1628/7 1512/6 1632/18 – dCH2

1505/33 1571/19 1503/58 1571/19 1506/24 1570/16 1504/63 1573/14 – dCH2

163/3 149/3 136/5 120/2 143/57 126/2 209/3 187/4 – mi

SER-HP1 SER-HP2 SER-HP3 SER-HP4 Exp.a Assignment

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

3701/52 4079/106 3566/646 4024/514 3701/61 4081/121 3191/1171 3838/711 – masOHHP

3706/58 4083/23 3711/28 4094/57 3704/36 4083/58 3715/19 4095/40 – msOHHP

3671/55 3926/99 3670/70 3924/103 3592/469 3896/348 3670/71 3924/105 3524 mNH
3654/440 4070/368 3767/48 4114/81 3758/35 4118/67 3758/38 4118/71 – mOH
3559/0 3811/1 3562/0 3814/1 3559/0 3812/1 3557/4 3803/6 3405 masNH2

3472/1 3728/0 3475/1 3730/0 3472/1 3728/0 3475/0 3724/3 3337 msNH2

3255/2 3426/4 3259/2 3429/3 3258/2 3430/3 3260/1 3428/3 – mC8H
3212/11 3387/14 3215/3 3396/1 3213/10 3389/13 3217/7 3392/10 – mC2/3H
3187/2 3363/5 3166/19 3342/20 3160/25 3337/25 3163/21 3340/22 – mC6H
3182/17 3356/16 3190/12 3364/12 3185/13 3361/11 3188/14 3362/11 – mC2/3H
3084/43 3253/60 3086/37 3255/52 3083/39 3253/54 3095/21 3264/43 – mCH2

3067/21 3233/24 3071/20 3237/24 3068/22 3234/25 3078/17 3246/23 – mCH2

3010/35 3181/30 3008/36 3178/32 3003/40 3174/33 3012/47 3186/35 – mCH2

2980/64 3168/72 2972/72 3159/79 2974/69 3160/80 3009/64 3179/64 – mCH2

1696/39 1839/46 1697/40 1839/47 1695/40 1839/47 1688/41 1830/52 – dNH2

1467/1 1625/1 1527/9 1670/16 1458/2 1622/1 1600/26 1716/12 – dHOH/OHP

1674/45 1825/58 1678/34 1827/49 1676/38 1826/55 1677/42 1826/55 – mCCph

1639/32 1789/34 1636/36 1786/38 1636/37 1785/41 1637/34 1787/38 – mCCph.py

1596/5 1736/9 1596/5 1736/10 1593/4 1730/12 1595/6 1734/9 – mCCpy

1535/3 1662/3 1535/32 1662/2 1536/4 1662/3 1539/3 1665/3 – dCH2

1530/80 1653/121 1535/60 1655/117 1535/68 1656/99 1530/83 1652/122 – mCCph

1510/38 1628/8 1508/11 1635/53 1510/52 1638/75 1511/8 1628/9 – dCH2

1506/51 1570/19 1503/58 1628/11 1506/34 1628/8 1505/61 1583/11 – dCH2

156/3 122/4 105/4 155/2 121/4 100/4 268/24 219/17 – mi

1 B3LYP/6-31+G(d), 2 HF/6-31+G(d)
a Experimental frequencies of the tryptamine taken from Ref. [6]. All frequencies are not scaled with any scaling factor. The scaling factor
for the B3LYP/6-31+G(d) resulted calculations is 0.9603 [6]
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The most intensive bands are restricted in the interval
3191–3672 cm�1 and give OH and NH stretching
vibrations of the intermolecular H-bonds. Furthermore,
the lowest frequencies for these vibrations were found
for the SER-W4 and SER-HP4 supersystems (3403 and
3191 cm�1) and thus the intermolecular H-bonds in
these complexes have higher energies compared with
those in the remaining supersystems.

Several vibrational frequencies in the range over
1500 cm�1 and in the low-frequency region (intermo-
lecular vibrations, mi) are listed in Table 5.

The values from Table 5 are in good agreement
with the experimental frequencies of tryptamine

discussed in Ref. [6]. For example, the bands in the
2800–3000 cm�1 region have been assigned to the alkyl
CH stretching modes of the ethylamine side chain [6].
Calculated values for these vibrations (B3LYP) are
restricted within the interval 2971–3099 cm�1 or 2853–
2976 cm�1, as the later is corrected with scaling factor
of 0.9603 [6].

Aromatic CH stretches are observed between 3000
and 3125 cm�1 [6] and calculated here in the interval
3182–3217 cm�1 (3056–3089 cm�1 scaled by 0.9603).

The H-bonding between the water/hydrogen peroxide
oxygen atom and the H(11) atom leads to a large de-
crease (103 cm�1 in SER-HP1 and 164 cm�1 in SER-
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Fig. 3 Vibration (IR) spectra of
the H-bonded supersystems
between serotonin and water/
hydrogen peroxide. All spectra
are calculated at the B3LYP/6-
31+G(d) level as the
frequencies are not scaled with
any scaling factor
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W1) in the frequency of the OH stretching vibration in
serotonin. However, H-bonding between O(10) and the
water/hydrogen peroxide hydrogen atom leads to an
increase in mOH of 7 cm�1 for the SER-W2 supersystem
and 10 cm�1 for SER-HP2. The formation of the su-
persystems SER-W3 and SER-HP3 causes a distinct
decrease in mNH (114 and 80 cm�1, respectively) com-
pared to the serotonin monomer in the gas phase. In
addition, the formation of the most stable supersystems
SER-W4 and SER-HP4 causes an insignificant decrease
in the frequencies of the mas/sNH2 vibrations—about
5 cm�1 .

In the low-frequency region one vibrational eigen-
value corresponding to intermolecular vibration (mi) was
found for each supersystem.

Conclusions

We report results (B3LYP and HF with the 6-31+G(d)
basis set) for the comparative stabilities of possible H-
bonded complexes between serotonin (an important
neurotransmitter) and water/hydrogen peroxide. The
initial study of the rotation of the serotonin OH group
reveals that rotation occurs with a comparatively low-
energy barrier of about 14.8 kJ mol�1 (B3LYP). In
agreement with recent results for the orientation of the
OH group [6] we found that the anti OH-orientation is
more favorable than the syn-one (7.6 kJ mol�1).

According to the results concerning the structures of
the supersystems and their formations, the following
major conclusions can be made:

1. Complexation between the serotonin amino group
and the hydrogen atom of water or hydrogen per-
oxide leads to the formation of the shortest inter-
molecular H-bonds.

2. Only the formation of the SER-HP4 supersystem is
thermodynamically favored (DG298

o <0). All other
complex formations have positive DG298

o values.
Therefore, these processes are likely to occur at high
temperature, if DHj j\ TDSj j: Thus, from a thermo-
dynamic point of view the complex SER-HP4 is most
stable. The complex SER-W4 is the most stable
among all water–serotonin supersystems.

3. Analysis of the bonding parameters reconfirms that
the supersystem SER-HP4 is the most stable one,
followed by the complex SER-W4. It was established
that the bonding and interaction energies overlap the
energy barrier of the syn–anti rotation of the
serotonin OH group. In other words, during the
complexation syn–anti rotation is expected.
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